Diverse Abilities Voices | Picture books available thru York Public Library
Read Woke is a movement. It is a feeling. It is a style. It is a form of education. It is a call to action; it is our right as lifelong learners. It
means arming yourself with knowledge in order to better protect your rights. Knowledge is power and no one can take it away. It means
learning about others so that you can treat people with the respect and dignity that they deserve no matter their religion, race, creed, or color.

Just ask! : be different be
brave, be you

My ocean is blue

by Sonia Sotomayor

A young girl explores the beach with her
mother, noticing the sights, sounds, and
colors of the ocean

The boundary-breaking Supreme Court
Justice and the award-winning author of
Book Fiesta present a celebration of the
world’s diversity that explains why
different people make the world more vibrant and
wonderful, just the way a variety of plants and flowers
enhance a garden.

by Darren Lebeuf

Helen's big world : the life of
Helen Keller
by Doreen Rappaport

Hello goodbye dog
by Maria Gianferrari
A faithful dog who loves nothing more
than to help his girl chews through
tethers and escapes from crates, their
home and the backyard in order to follow
her to locations where dogs are not
allowed. By the author of Coyote Moon
and the award-winning illustrator of MINE!

A narrative portrait of the inspirational
blind and deaf American woman traces
her life and legacy while considering how
her advocacy for innovation and progress
changed the world, in a volume complemented by poignant
illustrations and evocative quotes.

Rescue & Jessica : a lifechanging friendship
by Jessica Kensky

Tuesday tucks me in : the loyal
bond between a soldier and his
service dog

When he is paired with a girl who has lost
her legs, Rescue worries that he isn't up
to the task of being her service dog

by Luis Carlos Montalván
Based on the New York Times bestseller, this full-color picture book is filled
with adorable photographs that tell the story of the
amazing service dog who helps former U.S. Army Captain
Luis Carlos Montalván overcome his combat-related
wounds.
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We'll paint the octopus red
by S. A. Bodeen
Emma and her father discuss what they will do when the new baby arrives, but they adjust their
expectations when he is born with Down syndrome

The black book of colors
by Menena Cottin
Illustrations with raised lines and descriptions of color based on imagery provide readers with an
interactive experience to the concept of blindness, and includes a full Braille alphabet.

A friend for Henry
by Jenn Bailey
Henry would like to find a friend at school, but for a boy on the autism spectrum, making friends can be
difficult, as his efforts are sometimes misinterpreted, or things just go wrong--but Henry keeps trying, and
in the end he finds a friend he can playwith

King for a day
by Rukhsana Khan
"Even though he is confined to a wheelchair, a Pakistani boy tries to capture the most kites during
Basant, the annual spring kite festival, and become "king" for the day. Includes an afterword about the
Basant festival"--Provided by publisher

This beach is loud!
by Samantha Cotterill
A sensitive boy is overwhelmed by the sights, sounds and sensations of a family visit to a noisy, exciting
beach, until his father offers some creative ways to manage. Simultaneous eBook.

Piano starts here : the young Art Tatum
by Robert Andrew Parker
Despite being nearly blind, young Art Tatum's passion for the piano and incredible memory in learning
music kept his dream of becoming a pianist alive; making him a virtuoso at a young age with skills that
were highly respected by many others in his field.

